You’re about 30 minutes into your Monday morning energy systems class, and things are not looking good. At least a third of the students are texting or sleeping. Many of them clearly don’t understand much of what you’re saying (their midterm exam grades prove it), but they never ask questions.

It’s been like this since the beginning of the semester and you are getting desperate, so you decide to try something different. You complete your determination of the energy output of a power plant boiler furnace and suddenly say “Suppose they build this exact furnace and the power output is only 380 MW instead of the 550 MW we just calculated. Get into groups of two or three, pick one recorder, and list as many possible reasons as you can think of for the difference, including violations of at least three assumptions in the calculation. I’ll give you one minute and then call on a few of you. Go!”

The students quickly get into groups—some waking their neighbors in the process—and go to work. You stop them after about a minute, call randomly on several individuals for responses, get more responses from volunteers, and proceed with your lecture. The whole process takes less than three minutes, during which most or all of your students are awake and actively engaged with the course material. When you later ask them to do something similar on a test, surprisingly many of them can do it.

That’s active learning. Most college instructors have heard of it and know that pedagogical experts say they should do it in their classes. If you bring it up with colleagues, though, they will immediately tell you why it’s a bad idea (an educational fad, a waste of class time, spoon-feeding, lowering academic standards, a radical conspiracy to destroy the American System of Higher Education, etc.). In this paper, we offer our definition of active learning; say a few things about how to do it; and try to persuade you that it’s none of those evil things listed in the last sentence but just a simple, effective, and easy teaching strategy with a solid foundation in research and common sense.

What is active learning?

If you think of anything a teacher might ask students to do—answer questions in class, complete assignments and projects outside class, carry out lab experiments, or anything else
other than sitting passively in a classroom—you will find people who would classify it as active learning. We find that a more restricted definition limited to in-class activities is more useful:

> Active learning is anything course-related that all students in a class session are called upon to do other than simply watching, listening and taking notes.

You are doing active learning in your class when you ask a question, pose a problem, or issue some other type of challenge; tell your students to work individually or in small groups to come up with a response; give them some time to do it; stop them, and call on one or more individuals or groups to share their responses. You are not doing active learning when you lecture, ask questions that the same few students always answer, or conduct discussions that engage only a small fraction of the class.

We are not about to propose that you throw out lecturing and make every class you teach a total active learning extravaganza. You know more than most of your students do about your subject, and you need to spend part of your class time teaching them what you know—explaining, clarifying, demonstrating, modeling, etc. What we are suggesting is to avoid making lecturing the only thing you do. If a lecture or recitation session includes even a few minutes of relevant activity—a minute here, 30 seconds there—the students will be awake and with you for the remaining time in a way that never happens in a traditional lecture, and most will retain far more of what happens in those few minutes than of what you say and do in the rest of the session. If you do that in every course session, at the end of the semester you’ll see evidence of high-level learning unlike anything you’ve seen before. (Research cited in Reference 5 of the bibliography supports that claim.)

**What can you ask students to do?**

It’s limited only by your imagination. You can ask them to answer a question; explain a complex concept or a physical or social phenomenon in terms a high school student could understand; sketch a flow chart or diagram or plot or time line or concept map; solve a short problem or outline the solution of a longer problem; get started on or carry out the next step of a case study analysis or long problem solution or derivation; predict or interpret the outcome of a scenario or experiment; critique a report or proposal or design or article or op-ed column; troubleshoot a malfunctioning system; brainstorm a list; formulate a question about the material you just lectured on for the past 20 minutes…we could go on, but you get the idea.

When you’re deciding what to ask students to do, avoid trivial questions that the whole class should be able to answer immediately. Instead, focus on the hard stuff—the things students always have trouble with on assignments and exams. If you simply lecture on those things and you’re a good lecturer, the students may leave class thinking that they understood everything, but when they get to the assignments they soon learn otherwise. If you use active learning, those brief interludes of practice and feedback in class will make the assignments and exams go a whole lot smoother for most of them.

**What formats can you use for activities?**
Here is the basic active learning structure.

1. Tell the students to organize themselves into groups of 2–4 and randomly appoint a recorder in each group if writing will be required (e.g., the one born closest to the classroom, or the one farthest to your right, or the one who woke up earliest that morning,…). Alternatively, tell the groups to appoint their own recorders, preferably someone who has not yet recorded that day.

2. Pose a challenging question or problem and allow enough time for most groups to either finish or make reasonable progress toward finishing. The time you give them should normally be between 15 seconds and three minutes. If they will need much more time than that, break the problem into several steps and treat each step as a separate activity.

3. Call on several individuals or groups to share their responses, and ask for volunteers if the complete response you are looking for is not forthcoming. Then discuss the responses or simply move on with your planned lecture.

The active learning literature offers many variations of this approach. Here are three particularly effective ones.

- **Think-pair-share.** Pose the problem and have students work on it individually for a short time; then have them form pairs and reconcile and improve their solutions; and finally call on several individuals or pairs to share their responses. This structure takes a bit more time than a simple group activity, but it includes individual thinking and so leads to greater learning.

- **Concept tests.** Ask a multiple-choice question about a course-related concept, with distractors (incorrect responses) that reflect common student misconceptions. Have the students respond using personal response systems (“clickers”) and display a histogram of the responses. If clickers aren’t available and the class isn’t huge, have the students hold up cards with their chosen responses in large letters and scan the room to estimate the response distribution. Then have the students get into pairs and try to reconcile their responses and vote again. Finally, call on some of them to explain why they responded as they did and then discuss why the correct response is correct and the distractors are not.

- **Thinking-aloud pair problem solving** (TAPPS). This is a powerful technique for helping students work through and understand a problem solution, case analysis, or text interpretation or translation. Have the students get into pairs and designate one pair member as the *explainer* and the other one as the *questioner*. Give the explainers a minute or two to explain the problem statement line by line (or explain the first paragraph of the case history or interpret or translate the first paragraph of the text) to their partners, and tell the questioners to ask questions when explanations are unclear or incomplete and to give hints when necessary. Stop the students after the allotted time and call on several individuals to explain things to you. Once you get a satisfactory explanation, have the pairs reverse roles and continue with the next part of the problem solution or case analysis or text interpretation or translation. Proceed in this manner until the exercise is complete. In the end, your students will understand the exercise material to an extent that no other instructional technique we know of can match.

**Frequently-asked questions**
Q: What mistakes do instructors make when they implement active learning?

A: The two most common mistakes are (1) making exercises too long (more than three minutes), and (2) calling for volunteers to respond after every activity. If you give students, say, ten minutes to solve a problem, some groups will finish in two and waste eight minutes of valuable class time, and others will struggle for the full ten minutes, which is extremely frustrating and also a waste of class time. Keeping the activities short avoids both problems. If you always call for volunteers, the students quickly learn that they don’t have to think about what you asked them to do—they can just relax and talk about the football game, and eventually someone else will supply the answer. On the other hand, if they know that any of them could be called on for a response after a minute or two, most or all of them will do their best to be ready. Avoid these two mistakes and active learning is almost guaranteed to work.

Q: If I spend all this time on activities in class, how will I ever cover my syllabus?

A: You can spend as much or as little time as you want to. Just a few minutes of activity in each class period will make a substantial difference in the learning that occurs in the class with at most a minor impact on the syllabus. To avoid losing any syllabus content at all, take most of the material you now spend a lot of time on—long prose passages, complex derivations and diagrams, etc.—and put it in handouts sprinkled with questions and gaps. Have the students read through the straightforward material in class (they can read much faster than you can write or drone through PowerPoint slides), and either lecture on the gaps or (better) use them as bases for activities. You’ll cover more material than you ever did when you said every word and did every calculation yourself, and the quality of learning will be much greater. (For more details on this strategy, see Reference 3 in the bibliography.)

Q: Won’t it take me a lot of time to plan activities?

A: Preparing good lesson plans for a new course is a huge task, whether or not the lessons include activities, but adding activities to lesson plans should not take much time. Just look over your lecture notes a few minutes before class, think of some things you might ask the students to do, and jot them down in the notes. You’ll always come up with as many activities as you want, and after one or two iterations the ones that work well will become a permanent part of the lesson plans.

Q: What if some of my students don’t like being asked to work in class?

A: Some probably won’t, especially when you first start doing it. Many students want their instructors to tell them everything they need to know for the exam—not one word more or less—and if they are made to work in class they resent it. The key is to let them know up front that you are doing active learning not for your own selfish purposes but because you have research showing that students taught this way have an easier time with homework and do better on exams. Reference 4 in the bibliography (“Sermons for Grumpy Campers”) gives details on how to make that case persuasively, and Reference 5 reviews the research. It won’t take the students long to find out that you’re telling them the truth, at which point the complaining will stop.

Q: What should I do if some of my students refuse to get into groups when I ask them to?
A: The first time you do an active exercise in a class unaccustomed to active learning, many
students might just stare straight ahead, and you will have to personally encourage some of
them to work with each other. By the second or third time you do it, there should be few if
any holdouts. At that point, stop worrying about it. The research shows that students learn
much more by doing things and getting feedback than by watching and listening to someone
tell them what they’re supposed to know (Reference 5). In your class activities, you’re
providing practice and feedback in the things you know the students will find difficult on the
homework and tests. If some choose not to take advantage of those opportunities, it’s their
loss—don’t lose five seconds of sleep worrying about it.

And that’s all there is to it. Instructors who switch to active learning and follow those
recommendations almost always say that their classes are much more lively and enjoyable and
the quality of learning goes up dramatically. Try it in the next course you teach, and see if you
don’t have a similar story to tell by the end of the semester.
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